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EDITORIAL NOTE 

 
An empty farmstead is probably the saddest sight in 

agriculture, and one that is generally very natural to Upper 

Midwest agriculturalists.  

The generations-old trend of farm consolidation farms  

expanding and less keeps, as indicated by another 

government report based on the 2017 Census of Agriculture, 

which was released in 2019.  

One indication of that: So-called moderate size farms, ones 

with 100 to 900 acres, represented 57% of U.S. cropland 

sections of land in 1987 however just 33% in 2017. 

Interestingly, farms with in excess of 1,000 acres of land 

sections of land represented just 15% of cropland in 1987 yet 

41% in 2018, as indicated by the report. 

DESCRIPTIVE 

Farms aren't simply getting greater. They're getting 

more useful and proficient, as well. The always improving 

innovation that supports bigger farms additionally permits 

farms to increase per-acre yields with less information 

sources. Agriculturalists ought to be proud with that. Yet, as 

farms get bigger, they additionally become less. What used to 

be, say, three farms of 800 acres each are presently two farms 

of 1,200 acres  each or even a solitary 2,400-acre farm.  

Also, that can be terrible, even difficult. Less farms implies 

less farm families, less understudies in neighborhood school 

areas, less clients for farm town businesses.  
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In case you're acquainted with the rural Upper Midwest, 

you've seen school regions merge and small-town main 

streets wither. Farm consolidation isn't exclusively 

answerable for that, obviously. Farm families, as different 

families, are having less kids, which influences school 

enlistment. The ascent of "huge box" retail locations and 

Internet shopping neutralize ranch town organizations.  

Yet, there's no rejecting that continuous ranch combination 

changes the rural Upper Midwest, frequently in manners that 

a significant number of us don't care for. Remember, 

however, that this has been occurring since the district was 

homesteaded. The pioneers who previously tended crops and 

livestock saw less and greater homesteads in the course of 

their life, as did their kids, grandkids and great-grandchildren.  

Keep in mind that a significant number of the people who 

once would have worked cultivates now work in sales or 

finance or research or some different occupations essential to 

current agriculture. Ag is a major tent, with space for some 

individuals other than ranchers and farmers. And though farm 

town merchants and school districts have become fewer and 

farther separated, those that remain keep on serving 

customers and students. 

CONCLUSION 

The vast majority of you, we murmur when we see another 

empty farmstead. In any case, we likewise understand the sky 

isn't falling. So keep on doing what you've generally done:  

 

 Run your ranch or farm or other agri business with all 

the expertise, vision and assurance you can marshal.  

 Backing your nearby homestead town shipper and 

school, regardless of whether they're 3 or 30 miles 



away.  

 Recall that agribusiness is recurrent. Good times will 

return eventually. 

 

Upper Midwest farming has endures and now and again 

flourished for ages.  

 

We're sure that will proceed even with ongoing farm 

consolidation.


